
 

Making Good Organizations Great 

 

Are you a leader wanting to unlock the genius within your organization? A career 
seeker needing to explain how your talents will add fantastic value to a company? A 
nonprofit craving to maximize the talent on your staff and board?   Michael created 
the StrengthsCafe as an interactive experience in which you pull on past success to 
broaden and deepen your understanding of your superstar gifts.  Don’t leave it to 
others to figure out what you do well. Grab a cup of your future at StrengthsCafe. 

 

Does the economic news send a chill up your spine?   Austerity?  Pension Bomb? Wage 
stagnation?   Good news is that America remains an extraordinary wealthy country 
committed to philanthropy.  The healthiest organizations will have diverse funding 
streams which includes a core of local support.   Michael shows you how to develop 
long-term, lucrative friends with EasyGiving 

 

Traditional strategic planning processes no longer work for most small and medium 
sized organizations.   We can’t afford the time of our most experienced people in 
addition to the tens of thousands of dollars for consultants.   The solution is F.A.S.T. 
Strategy—Forward Action Strategic Thinking.   Michael shows you how to get your 
organization moving at the speed of the world. 

 

Organizational design is the #1 competitve advantage, yet most of our nonprofits 
lumber along with a corporate form designed in the 1950s.  Drawing upon agile 
management practices, Michael created The NIMBLE Board for nonprofits so they can 
build a fast, flat and lively organization that is proactive rather than reactive to changes 
in the environment. 

 

Michael is a certified facilitator of the IceHouse Entrepreneurial Program.  Developed 
by the Ewing Kaufmann Foundation, the IceHouse is an experiential, problem-based 
learning program which exposes enrollees to the fundamental aspects of an 
entrepreneurial mindset. 

 

When someone’s performance and potential is critical to your organization, there’s no 
‘crossing your fingers’ and hope they evolve.  Michael has a long roster of nonprofit 
CEOs and Board Chairs who have upped their game by intensive work utilizing the 
StrengthsFinder in the GROW model (Goals-Reality-Options-Will) 

 

Pulling upon three decades in philanthropy, Michael energizes audiences with the 
message that, despite the headlines, we are currently living in an age of abundance. A 
sought after speaker for conferences and leadership events, Michael encourages us all 
to look around and harvest the resources needed to build a compassionate world. 
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